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Abstract. The article is devoted to the development of methods for theoretical substantiation of the permissible 

supply voltage asymmetry coefficient for an asynchronous electric motor operating in the steady state under non-

nominal operating conditions. The core of the technique lies in the fact that the heat loss power of the electric 

motor operating in the steady state with the actual: load/utilization level, asymmetry degree, supply voltage is 

calculated. The calculation is carried out using an L-shaped equivalent circuit of the electric motor, which is 

connected separately to the voltage components of the forward and inverse phase sequences with the subsequent 

imposition of the calculation results produced by the algorithm proposed by the authors and developed on the 

basis of the program in the MathCAD system for each of the components. Provided that we predetermine the 

motor torque under voltage u, the degree of asymmetry of voltage k and angular velocity ω – М(u,k,ω); the 

moment of resistance as a function of degree of load z and angular velocity ω – Мс(z,ω); and the steady angle 

speed ωy(z,k) by numerically solving the equation М(u,k,ω) – Мс(z,ω) = 0. Then, we find the power of heat loss 

∆Ру(u,z,k) for this angular velocity. The permissible asymmetry of the voltage kd(u,z,t) is determined by equating 

these losses to losses permissible under heating conditions, which are a function of the temperature t of the 

ambient temperature ∆Рd (t), and solving the resulting equation for the asymmetry factor of the supply voltage. 

As an example, we made the calculation of the parameters of the steady state of the 4A355S6U3 electric motor. 

According to the calculation results, the curves of the dependence of the power of heat losses on the magnitude 

and degree of voltage asymmetry at different values of the motor utilization/load rate were plotted. An 

acceptable voltage asymmetry factor is determined for these conditions.  

Keywords: permissible voltage asymmetry, asynchronous motor, asymmetry coefficient, reverse phase 

sequence, degree of loading. 

Introduction 

There is a high probability of the supply voltage asymmetry in power supply systems. Its reasons 

are: uneven load distribution in phases; open or wire overlapping; contact violation in the switching 

equipment. The supply voltage asymmetry and its extreme case – phase failure is one of the common 

causes of damage in three-phase motors [1; 2]. The works of I.I. Martynenko, E.G. Kurenogo and 

many others are devoted to the determination of the acceptable level of the voltage asymmetry 

supplying asynchronous electric motors, under nominal operating conditions [3; 4]. 

However, in the vast majority of cases, electric motors operate at supply voltage [5], ambient 

temperature, and load degree different from the nominal values. In this case, overheating of the 

electric motor in the steady state will be observed at various asymmetry degrees of the net voltage. To 

this value the setting of protection against voltage asymmetry should be adjusted in order to eliminate 

its “false” operation, when the asymmetry has not yet reached a value acceptable for the given 

operating conditions, and at the same time to prevent the failure of protection, when the asymmetry 

exceeds the value allowed by the heating condition. This work is devoted to determining the 

permissible level of voltage asymmetry at the input terminals of an electric motor operating in non-

nominal operating conditions. 

Materials and methods 

Voltage asymmetry is a phenomenon, in which the phase voltage amplitudes and / or angles 

between them are not equal to each other. Meanwhile, any asymmetric system of stresses can be 

decomposed into symmetrical components of the forward, reverse, and zero phase sequences (Fig. 1). 

Moreover, the degree of voltage asymmetry is estimated by the complex asymmetry coefficients 

kА = U2/U1 and unbalance kn = U0/U1, where U1, U2 and U0 are the components of the direct, reverse 

and zero phase sequences, respectively, which uniquely determine it. Since the stator windings of an 

asynchronous electric motor are not connected to the neutral wire of the power supply network [6; 7], 

the voltage of the zero sequence does not affect the operating parameters of the electric motor and can 

be ignored. In this case, we can assume that each of the phase voltages is the sum of the symmetrical 
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components of the forward and reverse phase sequences and the asymmetry of this voltage is 

completely characterized only by the asymmetry coefficient. In this regard, devices have been 

developed [8,9,10] for protecting electric motors that respond precisely to the asymmetry coefficient. 

To simplify the mathematical records, in the future we will denote it by the letter symbol k[16]. 

 
Fig. 1. Vector diagrams of voltages: a – components: direct UA1, UB1, UC1, reverse UA2, UB2, UC2 and 

zero U0 = UA0 = UB0 = UC0 phase sequences; b – phase voltage asymmetric system UA, UB, UC;  

c – interfacial (linear) voltages UСА, UВС, UАВ. 

At the same time, it was shown in [11] that the phase shift between the voltages of the forward 

and reverse sequences affects only the current redistribution along the motor windings, but does not 

affect its power and energy characteristics. Therefore, it is advisable to determine the acceptable level 

of voltage asymmetry from the point of mathematical expression simplification, provided that the 

stresses initial phases of the forward and reverse sequences coincide and are equal to zero. In this case, 

the asymmetry degree can be adequately estimated by the module of the asymmetry coefficient 

kA = k = U2/U1. 

In [11], in order to quantify the influence degree of the asymmetry of the supply voltage on the 

electric motor operating parameters at a given value, the currents, powers, and moments were 

calculated as a function of the angular velocity of the motor shaft. In continuation of this work, the 

energy parameters of an electric motor operating in steady state for a particular type of working 

machine were determined in [12]. In this case, the parameters were determined not only as a function 

of the asymmetry coefficient, but also as a function of the loading degree, the steady angular velocity 

and the level of the symmetrical voltage component of the direct phase sequence. The calculation was 

carried out using the L-shaped equivalent circuit (Fig. 2) by connecting it separately to the components 

of the forward and reverse phase sequences, followed by summing the calculation results for each of 

the components [11]. 

It was taken into account that, since the magnetic fields generated by the currents of the forward 

and reverse phase sequences rotate in mutually opposite directions (ω01 = -ω02), and the rotor rotates 

with an angular velocity ω), the rotor slips relative to these fields are in the ratio  

    s2 = 2 – s1.      (1) 

Considering this resistance, r1M″ and r2M″ were determined by the formulas 

  rM1″ = r2″ω/(ω01 – ω) and rМ2″ = -r2″ω/(ω01 + ω) .   (2) 
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Fig. 2. Phase A equivalent circuit of an asynchronous electric motor connected to symmetrical 

voltages of the forward (a) and reverse (b) phase sequences: r1, x1 – active and reactive resistance 

of the stator winding with a T– shaped equivalent circuit, Ω; r1′, x1′ – adjusted active and reactive 

resistance of the stator winding on the L – shaped equivalent circuit, Ω; r2″, x2″ – active and reactive 

resistance of the rotor winding, reduced to the stator winding, corrected for the L–shaped equivalent 

circuit, Ω; rµ and xµ– active and reactive resistance of the magnetization circuit, Ω; rM1″ and rM2″ – 

active resistance in the rotor circuit, the developed electric power, which simulates the mechanical 

power on the shaft, Ω; s1 = (ω01-ω)/ω0 and s2 = (ω02-ω)/ω0 – rotor slip relative to the stator magnetic 

field, respectively, with respect to the forward and reverse rotation field; ω01, ω02 and  

ω – synchronous angular velocity of rotation of the stator magnetic field in the forward and reverse 

directions and the angular velocity of rotation of the rotor, s
–1

, respectively 

However, in order to determine the allowable asymmetry degree of the supply voltage, it is not 

enough to know the steady-state heat dissipation power of an electric motor operating under non-

nominal operating conditions determined in [12]. It must be compared with the heat dissipation 

capacity admissible under real cooling conditions. The heat dissipation power (heat loss power) in the 

nominal mode is determined by the formula 

    ∆Рn = Рn(1-ηn)/ηn ,     (3) 

where  Pn – power on the motor shaft in nominal mode, W; 

 ηn – efficiency in nominal mode. 

Then the permissible heat loss power as a function of the ambient temperature t, different from the 

calculated temperature tР, equal to + 40 ºC [13; 14] 

   ∆Рd (t) = ∆Рn(Тd – t)/(Тd – 40) ,     (4) 

where  Td – permissible temperature for the insulation class of the motor windings, ºC. 

Further, by the method described in [12], the heat loss power in the steady state ∆Ру(u,z,k) is 

determined as a function of the symmetric component of the direct sequence voltage u, as well as the 

load factors of the electric motor z and voltage asymmetry k. The asymmetry coefficient k, at which 

the heat dissipation power of the electric motor becomes equal to the permissible heat dissipation 
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power for a given electric motor at a given ambient temperature, will be considered a permissible 

voltage asymmetry coefficient kd  

   ∆Рd (t) – ∆Рy(u,z,k) = 0.     (5) 

Solving this equation with respect to k, we obtain its allowable value kd (u,z,t) as a function of the 

symmetric component of the voltage of the direct sequence u, the load factor of the electric motor z, 

and the temperature of the ambient (cooling) medium t. This will allow to determine the value of the 

allowable asymmetry coefficient for any of the given values of the listed values. The setting of electric 

motor protection against voltage asymmetry should be oriented on it. 

The algorithm for determining the allowable asymmetry coefficient and steady-state parameters is 

shown in Figure 3. The calculation according to the above algorithm of the allowable voltage 

asymmetry coefficient was performed in order to compare the results for the same 4A355S6U3 

electric motor as in [11; 12].  

The calculation program was implemented in the mathematical environment MathCAD. 

Technical data of the electric motor [15; 16]: nominal power – Pn = 160 kW; nominal phase voltage – 

Unf = 220 V; nominal rotation speed – nn = 985 rpm; nominal efficiency – ηn = 0.935; nominal power 

factor – cosφn = 0.90; multiplicity of the critical moment – µk = 2.2; resistance of the equivalent circuit 

in relative units (inductive resistance of the magnetization circuit – Zµ = 2.8; updated stator resistance 

– R1′ = 0.023; updated stator reactance – X1′ = 0.11; specified active and reactive resistance of the 

rotor, reduced to the stator winding, – R2″ = 0.016 and Х2″ = 0.14). 

According to module 1 of the developed algorithm, the source catalog data of the electric motor, 

the parameters and the type of working machine mechanical characteristics, and the intended ranges of 

changes in the operating conditions: the voltage of the direct sequence u, the asymmetry coefficient k, 

the degree of loading z, and the ambient temperature t were recorded in the computer memory. Next, 

we calculated the parameters of the equivalent circuit of the electric motor, independent of operating 

conditions (module 2).  

Calculations made in accordance with modules 3-6 determine the parameters of the mechanical 

characteristics of the electric motor and the working machine, for which a machine with a fan 

characteristic is selected. 

In this case, the dependences of the total current and currents in the main and magnetizing 

circuits, as well as the capacities in these elements on the rotation frequency at fixed values of voltage 

and its asymmetry coefficient, were also determined. Equating the moment of the electric motor to the 

moment of resistance and solving the obtained equation with respect to the angular velocity, we 

determined the steady-state angular velocity ωУ(u,z,k) of the electric motor for specific values of 

voltage, load factor, and voltage asymmetry coefficient (module 7). For the same fixed values of the 

indicated values, the power losses ∆Ру(u,z,k) of the electric motor operating in the steady state were 

also determined (module 8). Then, the dependences of the steady angular velocity and power losses on 

the voltage asymmetry coefficient are determined (modules 9 ... 11). 

The permissible asymmetry coefficient kd (u, z, t) is determined in accordance with equation (5) 

when executing module 12 of the algorithm. Since it is a function of the voltage of the direct phase 

sequence u, the degree of loading of the motor z and the temperature of the cooling medium t, the 

modules 13-18 of the algorithm allow us to present these dependencies in the form of graphs and 

tables (module 19). 

Results and discussion 

Note, that In the graphs hereinafter, the physical quantities along the axes are plotted in units of 

the International SI System of Units. 

The intermediate results of the calculations were: 

1. The dependences of the moments of the working machine and electric motor on the angular 

velocity (mechanical characteristics) presented in the following figure (Fig. 4). For the rated mode of 

operation of the electric motor (voltage – 220 V, the absence of asymmetry – k = 0, angular velocity – 

103.149 s
-1

), the calculated nominal moment Mn = M (220.0,103.149) = 1549 Nm corresponds to the 
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rated moment of this electric motor according to the passport data equal to 1551 Nm. This is one of the 

evidences of the adequacy of the obtained mathematical model of the electric motor. 

Definition routine kd(u,z,t) solving the equation ∆Рd(t) - ∆РУ(u,z,k) = 0. 

e.m.: Рn ▪ Unf ▪ nn ▪ p ▪ ηn ▪ Соsφn ▪ Тd ▪ Xµ ▪ R1` ▪ X1` ▪ R2`` ▪ X2`` ▪  ωmin ▪ ∆ω ▪ ωmax

network: f ▪ umin ▪ ∆u ▪ umax ▪ kmin ▪ ∆k ▪ kmax ▪load: α ▪ zmin ▪ ∆z ▪ zmax ▪ о. с.: tmin ▪ ∆t

tmax 

► ω0=2πf /p ► ωn=πnn/30 ►Мn=Рn/ωn ►Inf=Рn/(3UnfηnСоsφn) ► ZB=Unf/Inf ► ω= ωmin ► 

► Rµ=0.08Xµ ► X1 =2XµX1`/(Xµ+(Xµ^2+4XµX1`)^0.5) ► σ1= X1`/X1 ► R1=R1`/σ1 ► u=umin ► 

► r1=R1ZB ► x1=X1ZB ► rµ=RµZB ► xµ=XµZB ► r1`=R1`ZB ► x1`=X1`ZB ► r2``=R2``ZB ► z=zmin ► 

► x2``=X2``ZB ► Zµ=rµ+jxµ ► Z1=r1+jx1 ► Z0= Zµ+Z1 ► Z1`=r1`+jx1` ► Z2``=r2``+jx2`` ► k=kmin ► 

►rМ1(ω)=r2``ω/(ω0-ω) ►rМ2(ω)=-r2``ω/(ω0+ω) ►u2(u,k) =ku ► IM1(u,ω)=u/(Z1`+ Z2``+ rМ1(ω))► 

► IM2(u,k,ω)=u2(u,k)/(Z1`+ Z2``+ rМ2(ω)) ► IM1(u,ω)=absIM1(u,ω) ► IM2(u,k,ω)=absIM2(u,k,ω) ►  

► P1(u,ω) =3rМ1(ω)IM1(u,ω)
2 
► P2(u,k,ω) =3rМ2(ω)IM2(u,k,ω)

2
) ► P(u,k,ω)=P1(u,ω)+P2(u,k,ω) ► 

► М(u,k,ω) = P(u,k,ω)/ω ► Мs(z,ω)=zМn(0,1+0,9(ω/ωn)^2) [14 12] ► 

     Printout: kd(u,z,t);  

no    k > kmax     yes 

Definition routine ωУ(u,z,k) solving the equation М(u,k,ω)-Мs(z,ω)=0 

k = k + ∆k 

► rМУ1(u,z,k)=r2``ωУ(u,z,k)/(ω0-ωУ(u,z,k)) ► rМУ2(u,z,k)= -r2``ωУ(u,z,k)/(ω0+ωУ(u,z,k)) ►  

► Iµ1(u)=u/Z0 ► IМУ1(u,z,k)=u/(Z1`+ Z2``+ rМУ1(u,z,k)) ► IУ1(u,z,k)=Iµ1(u)+IМУ1(u,z,k) ►                           

► Iµ2(u,k)=u2(u,k)/Z0  ►IМУ2(u,z,k)=u2(k)/(Z1`+Z2``+rМУ2(u,z,k)) ► 

IУ2(u,z,k)=Iµ2(u,k)+IМУ2(u,z,k)► 

►IУ(u,z,k)=IУ1(u,z,k)+ IУ2(u,z,k) ► Iµ1(u)=absIµ1(u) ► Iµ2(u,k)=absIµ2(u,k)► 

IМУ1(u,z,k)=absIМУ1(u,z,k) ► IМУ2(u,z,k)=absIМУ2(u,z,k) ► IУ(u,z,k)=absIУ(u,z,k) ► 

► ∆Рd(t) = Рn(Тd –t)(1-ηn /(Тd –40) ηn ► ∆Pµ(u,k)=3(rµ+r1)(Iµ1(u)^2+ Iµ2(u,k)^2) ► 

z = z + ∆z no     z > zmax     yes 

k = 0 
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Fig. 3. Algorithm for calculating the allowable asymmetry coefficient in non-nominal 

operating conditions 
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Fig. 4. Mechanical characteristics of the working machine  

Ms(z,ω) and the electric motor M(u,k,ω) 

2. Dependences of the steady-state angular velocity on the degree of asymmetry of the mains 

voltage for different degrees of load (Fig. 5a) and different values of the mains voltage (Fig. 5b). 
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Fig. 5. Dependences of the steady-state angular velocity ωУ(u,z,k) on the voltage asymmetry 

coefficient: a – at a voltage of 220 V and load factors 1, 0.8, and 0.6; b – with an asymmetry 

coefficient of 1 and a voltage of 180, 200, 220, 240 V 

The dependency graphs presented in the figures clearly show that an increase in the degree of 

asymmetry at any voltage and load degree leads to a decrease in the steady-state angular speed of the 

electric motor. At the same time, over the entire range of variation of the asymmetry coefficient, the 

decrease in the steady-state angular velocity will be greater, the greater the deviation of the voltage 

from the nominal and the greater the degree of load of the electric motor, which is consistent with the 

logical idea of the nature of these dependencies. 

3. Dependences of the power of losses on the degree of asymmetry of the mains voltage at various 

voltage values and the degree of load of the electric motor. Some of them are shown in Figure 6. In all 

cases (with varying degrees of load), there is a sharp increase in power losses with an increase in the 

degree of asymmetry. At the same time, losses for the same values of the asymmetry coefficient 

increase with increasing degree of electric motor loading. The program allows to determine the power 

loss for any specific mode of a given electric motor. For example, at a voltage of 200 V, an asymmetry 

coefficient of 0.04 and a load degree of 0.8, the power loss in the steady state ∆Py 

(200,0.8,0.04) = 9303 W. For the nominal mode, the calculated value of the power loss ∆Pnу 

(220,1,0) = 11450 W, which fully corresponds to the power loss according to the passport data of the 

electric motor, equal to 11120 W. The discrepancy does not exceed 3 %. 

The final calculation result is the allowable asymmetry coefficient as a function of direct sequence 

voltage, load degree and ambient temperature kd (u,z,t). The program compiled according to the above 

algorithm allows determining for any specific combination of independent variables. For  

example, at a voltage of 200 V, a degree of load of 0.9, and an ambient temperature of 15 ºC,  

a) b) 
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kd(200, 0.9,15) = 0.192. For the nominal mode, kd (220,1,40) = 0, which is quite justified, since even a 

slight voltage asymmetry will lead to overheating of the motor insulation above the permissible 

temperature for the laid insulation class. 

 
Fig. 6. Dependence of power losses in the steady state ∆Py(u,z,k) on the asymmetry coefficient at 

the rated voltage and load factors: 1; 0.6; 0.3; and idling 

However, a more clear idea of the effect of voltage, load factor, and ambient temperature on the 

permissible asymmetry coefficient is given by calculating the graphs of the dependence of this 

coefficient on the listed independent variables of the motor operation mode. Some of the graphs are 

shown in Figures 7a and 7b. 
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Fig. 7. Dependences of the permissible asymmetry coefficient in the steady state on the voltage of 

the direct phase sequence: a – with the load factor of the electric motor equal to 1 and ambient 

temperatures -40, -20, 0, 20ºC; b – at an ambient temperature of 20 ºC   

and motor load factors 0.1, 0.5, 0.8, 1 

With the rated load of the electric motor (Fig. 7a), the permissible asymmetry coefficient is 

higher, the lower the ambient temperature, and at all temperatures it reaches a maximum in the voltage 

range from 200 to 240 volts. A different character of the dependence of the allowable voltage 

asymmetry coefficient on the voltage of the direct phase sequence is observed at variable load 

(Fig. 7b). It strongly depends on the load factor of the electric motor at a voltage below the nominal, 

sharply increasing when the electric motor is underloaded. At the same time, with increased voltage, 

when constant power losses begin to dominate, an increase in the allowable asymmetry coefficient and 

its dependence on the degree of electric motor load decrease. 

Conclusions 

Thus, the proposed methodology and algorithm for calculating the operational parameters of any 

particular asynchronous electric motor operating on a working machine with a known type and 

parameters of the mechanical characteristics in specific operating conditions allow to determine in 

stages: 
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• steady-state angular velocity as a function of voltage of a direct phase sequence, degree of 

electric motor load and voltage asymmetry; 

• power heat loss in steady state; 

• permissible level of voltage asymmetry. 

So, for the considered electric motor, which is powered from a network with a voltage variation 

range from 200 to 240 volts, operating, for example, at an ambient temperature of 20 ºC and a load 

degree of 0.6, the permissible asymmetry coefficient is: kd1 (200,0.6,20) = 0.213 and kd2 ( 

240,0.6,20) = 0.167. The smaller of these values must be guided in determining the setting of 

protection against voltage asymmetry. 
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